Introduction {#Sec1}
============

One of the major challenges in neuroscience is developing our understanding of how noise at the molecular and cellular levels affects dynamics and information processing at the macroscopic level of synaptically coupled neuronal populations. It is well known that the spike trains of individual cortical neurons in vivo tend to be very noisy, having interspike interval (ISI) distributions that are close to Poisson \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Indeed, one observes trial-to-trial variability in spike trains, even across trials in which external stimuli are identical. On the other hand, neurons are continuously bombarded by thousands of synaptic inputs, many of which are uncorrelated, so that an application of the law of large numbers would suggest that total input fluctuations are small. This would make it difficult to account for the Poisson-like behavior of individual neurons, even when stochastic ion channel fluctuations or random synaptic background activity is taken into account. One paradigm for reconciling these issues is the so-called balanced network \[[@CR3]--[@CR5]\]. In such networks, each neuron is driven by a combination of strong excitation and strong inhibition, which mainly cancel each other out, so that the remaining fluctuations occasionally and irregularly push the neuron over the firing threshold. Even in the absence of any external sources of noise, the resulting deterministic dynamics is chaotic and neural outputs are Poisson-like. Interestingly, there is some experimental evidence that cortical networks can operate in a balanced regime \[[@CR6]\].

Another emergent feature of balanced networks is that they can support an asynchronous state characterized by large variability in single neuron spiking, and yet arbitrarily small pairwise correlations, even in the presence of substantial amounts of shared inputs \[[@CR7]\]. Thus there is a growing consensus that the trial-to-trial irregularity in the spiking of individual neurons is often unimportant, and that information is typically encoded in firing rates. There is then another level of neural variability, namely, trial-to-trial variations in the firing rates themselves. Recent physiological data shows that the onset of a stimulus reduces firing-rate fluctuations in cortical neurons, while having little or no effect on the spiking variability \[[@CR8]\]. Litwin-Kumar and Doiron have recently shown how these two levels of stochastic variability can emerge in a balanced network of randomly connected spiking neurons, in which a small amount of clustered connections induces firing-rate fluctuations superimposed on spontaneous spike fluctuations \[[@CR9]\].

Various experimental and computational studies of neural variability thus motivate the incorporation of noise into rate-based neural network models \[[@CR10]\]. One approach is to add extrinsic noise terms to deterministic models resulting in a neural Langevin equation \[[@CR11]--[@CR15]\]. An alternative approach is to assume that noise arises intrinsically as a collective population effect, and to describe the stochastic dynamics in terms of a neural master equation \[[@CR16]--[@CR20]\]. In the latter case, neurons are partitioned into a set of *M* local homogeneous populations labeled $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$(t,t+\Delta t]$\end{document}$, and transition rates between the discrete states are chosen so that standard rate-based models are obtained in the mean-field limit, where statistical correlations can be ignored. There are two versions of the neural master equation, which can be distinguished by the size of the sliding window width Δ*t*. (Note that the stochastic models are keeping track of *changes* in population activity.) One version assumes that each population operates close to an asynchronous state for large $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${\mathcal{N}}$\end{document}$ \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\], so that one-step changes in population activity occur relatively slowly. Hence, one can set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${\mathcal{N}}$\end{document}$ to be large but finite. The other version of the neural master equation assumes that population activity is approximately characterized by a Poisson process \[[@CR17], [@CR20]\]. In order to maintain a one-step jump Markov process, it is necessary to take the limits $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${\mathcal{N}}\Delta t=1$\end{document}$. Thus, one considers the number of active neurons in an infinite background sea of inactive neurons, which is reasonable if the networks are in low activity states. (Note that it is also possible to interpret the master equation of Buice et al. in terms of activity states of individual neurons rather than populations \[[@CR17], [@CR20]\].)

One way to link the two versions of the neural master equation is to extend the Doi--Peliti path-integral representation of chemical master equations \[[@CR21]--[@CR23]\] to the neural case; the difference between the two versions then reduces to a different choice of scaling of the underlying action functional \[[@CR18]\]. Buice et al. \[[@CR17], [@CR20]\] used diagrammatic perturbations methods (Feynman graphs) to generate a truncated moment hierarchy based on factorial moments, and thus determined corrections to mean-field theory involving coupling to two-point and higher-order cumulants. They also used renormalization group methods to derive scaling laws for statistical correlations close to criticality, that is, close to a bifurcation point of the underlying deterministic model \[[@CR17]\]. On the other hand, Bressloff \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\] showed how the path-integral representation of the master equation can be used to investigate large deviations or rare event statistics underlying escape from the basin of attraction of a metastable state, following along analogous lines to previous work on large deviations in chemical master equations \[[@CR24]--[@CR26]\].

One limitation of both versions of the neural master equation is that they neglect the dynamics of synaptic currents. The latter could be particularly significant if the time scale *τ* of synaptic dynamics is larger than the window width Δ*t*. Therefore, we recently extended the Buice et al. neural master equation by formulating the network population dynamics in terms of a stochastic hybrid system also known as a 'velocity' jump Markov process \[[@CR27]\]. The state of each population is now described in terms of two stochastic variables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$U_{\alpha}(t)$\end{document}$ evolve according to piecewise-deterministic dynamics describing, at the population level, synapses driven by spiking activity. These equations are only valid between jumps in spiking activity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${\mathcal{N}}_{\alpha}(t)$\end{document}$, which are described by a jump Markov process whose transition rates depend on the synaptic variables. We also showed how asymptotic methods recently developed to study metastability in other stochastic hybrid systems, such as stochastic ion channels, motor-driven intracellular cargo transport, and gene networks \[[@CR28]--[@CR32]\], can be extended to analyze metastability in stochastic hybrid neural networks, in a regime where the synaptic dynamics is much slower than the spiking dynamics. In the case of ion channels, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$U_{\alpha}$\end{document}$ would be replaced by the membrane voltage *V*. On the other hand, for intracellular transport, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${\mathcal{N}}_{\alpha}$\end{document}$ would be the number of motors of type *α* actively transporting a cargo and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this paper we show how a path-integral representation of a stochastic hybrid neural network provides a unifying framework for a variety of asymptotic perturbation methods. The basic hybrid neural network model is described in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, where we consider several limiting cases. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we reprise the path-integral construction of Bressloff and Newby \[[@CR33]\], highlighting certain features that were not covered in the original treatment, including the connection with large-deviation principles \[[@CR34]\], and potential difficulties in the thermodynamic limit $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${\mathcal{N}}\rightarrow\infty$\end{document}$. In Sect. [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, we derive the basic variational principle that can be used to explore maximum-likelihood paths of escape from a metastable state, and relate the theory to the underlying Hamiltonian structure of the path-integral representation. In Sect. [5](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}, we show how the path-integral representation provides an efficient method for deriving a diffusion approximation of a stochastic hybrid neural network. Although the diffusion approximation breaks down when considering escape problems, it provides useful insights into the effects of fluctuations within the basin of attraction of a given solution. We illustrate this by using the diffusion approximation to explore the effects of noise on neural pattern formation in a spatially structured network. In particular, we show how noise expands the parameter regime over which patterns can be observed, in an analogous fashion to stochastic PDEs. Finally, in Sect. [6](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}, we use the path-integral representation to derive corrections to voltage-based mean-field equations, along analogous lines to the analysis of activity-based mean-field equations arising from the neural master equation \[[@CR17], [@CR20]\].

Stochastic Hybrid Network Model {#Sec2}
===============================

We first describe a stochastic neural network model that generalizes the neural master equation \[[@CR17], [@CR18], [@CR20]\] by incorporating synaptic dynamics. (A more detailed derivation of the model can be found in \[[@CR27]\].) Note that there does not currently exist a complete, rigorous derivation of population rate-based models starting from detailed biophysical models of individual neurons, although some significant progress has been made in a series of papers by Buice and Chow on generalized activity equations for theta neurons \[[@CR35]--[@CR37]\]. Therefore, the construction of the stochastic rate-based model is phenomenological in nature. However, it is motivated by the idea that finite-size effects in local populations of neurons acts as a source of intrinsic noise. Consider a set of *M* homogeneous populations labeled $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$U_{\alpha}(t)$\end{document}$ is the effective synaptic current into the *α*th population, which evolves (for exponential synapses) according to $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\tau\rightarrow0$\end{document}$, our model then reduces to the Buice et al. \[[@CR17], [@CR20]\] version of the neural master equation. The resulting stochastic process defined by ([2.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""})--([2.5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) is an example of a stochastic hybrid system based on a piecewise-deterministic process. That is, the transition rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Introduce the probability density $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Path-Integral Representation {#Sec3}
============================

One-Population Model {#Sec4}
--------------------

We now derive the path-integral representation of a stochastic hybrid neural network using the construction introduced in \[[@CR33]\]. For ease of notation, we consider a one-population model ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Large-Deviation Principles {#Sec5}
--------------------------

It is important to point out that the formal derivation of the path integral ([3.10](#Equ29){ref-type=""}), see also \[[@CR33]\], involves a few steps that have not been justified rigorously. First, we 'gauge fix' the path integral by setting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Roughly speaking, one can understand the contraction principle in terms of steepest descents. That is $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In \[[@CR34]\], it is proven that the rate function ([3.18](#Equ37){ref-type=""}) can be written in the form of an action $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\lambda_{0}(u,p)$\end{document}$ is the Perron eigenvalue of the linear equation ([3.12](#Equ31){ref-type=""}). It follows that the action obtained from a large-deviation principle is identical to the action ([3.11](#Equ30){ref-type=""}) derived using formal path-integral methods.

Calculation of Perron Eigenvalue {#Sec6}
--------------------------------

In our previous work \[[@CR32], [@CR33]\], we obtained an explicit solution for the Perron eigenvalue and the associated positive eigenvector by taking the number of discrete states in each population to be infinite, that is, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The origin of the singularity can be understood by considering a large, but finite population size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Multi-population Model {#Sec7}
----------------------

Following along identical lines to the one-population model, we can derive a path-integral representation of the solution of the multi-population CK equation ([2.6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}): $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A Variational Principle and Optimal Paths of Escape {#Sec8}
===================================================
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The Diffusion Approximation and Neural Pattern Formation {#Sec9}
========================================================

Another useful application of the multi-population path integral ([3.28](#Equ47){ref-type=""}) is that it provides a direct method for obtaining a Gaussian or diffusion approximation of the stochastic hybrid system, equivalent to the one obtained using the more complicated QSS reduction \[[@CR27]\]. Performing the rescaling $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Noise-Induced Pattern Formation {#Sec10}
-------------------------------

Consider a system of coupled homogeneous neural populations that are distributed on a regular *d*-dimensional lattice ℒ, with lattice spacing Δ*α* and site index $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Spectral theory can now be used to determine the effects of noise on pattern formation. First, Fourier transforming the Langevin equation ([5.6](#Equ65){ref-type=""}) with respect to time gives $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The above stochastic model of a spatially structured lattice of neural populations can be reduced to a stochastic neural field by taking a continuum limit. A heuristic derivation proceeds as follows. Suppose that there is a uniform density *ρ* of populations distributed in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From a numerical perspective, any computer simulation would involve rediscretizing space and then solving a time-discretized version of the resulting stochastic neural field equation. On the other hand, in order to investigate analytically the effects of noise on spatiotemporal dynamics such as traveling waves, it is more useful to work directly with stochastic neural fields. One can then adapt various PDE methods for studying noise in spatially extended systems \[[@CR15], [@CR54]--[@CR58]\]. Finally, note that a large-deviation principle for a stochastic neural field with additive noise has been developed in \[[@CR59]\].
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One step beyond the Gaussian approximation is to consider corrections to the mean-field equation ([2.19](#Equ19){ref-type=""}), which couple the mean synaptic current with higher-order moments. As demonstrated previously for neural master equations \[[@CR17], [@CR18], [@CR20]\], path integrals provide a systematic method for generating the hierarchy of moment equations. We will illustrate this by calculating the lowest-order correction to mean-field theory based on coupling to second-order correlations. One could then take investigate the bifurcation structure of the higher-dimensional dynamical system along analogous lines to Touboul and Ermentrout \[[@CR13]\]. However, certain caution must be exercised, since one does not keep track of the validity of the truncated moment equations. Note that the path-integral methods used in this section were originally introduced within the context of stochastic processes by Martin--Siggia--Rose \[[@CR60]\], and have previously been applied to stochastic neural networks by Sompolinsky et al. \[[@CR61], [@CR62]\] and Buice et al. \[[@CR17], [@CR20]\].

Generating Functional and Moments {#Sec13}
---------------------------------

First note that the average synaptic current $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The above analysis motivates the introduction of the generating functional $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Effective Action and Corrections to Mean-Field Equations {#Sec14}
--------------------------------------------------------

Let us rescale the currents according to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The corrections to mean-field theory for a stochastic hybrid neural network differ significantly from those derived for the Buice et al. master equation \[[@CR17], [@CR20]\]. There are two primary sources of such differences. One arises from the fact that the mean equation is in 'Amari form' (with the weight matrix outside the nonlinearity). This accounts for all the difference in ([6.16](#Equ92){ref-type=""}) for the mean, which would otherwise be identical to that of Buice et al., and the last term involving *C* in ([6.17](#Equ93){ref-type=""}). The other difference is in the non-homogeneous source term for the *C* equation, which appears as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$w_{\alpha\beta}$\end{document}$ from *β* to *α*), our result for the hybrid model indicates that the source term is given by divergent motifs indicating common input from a third population (population *γ* → populations *α*, *β*).

Discussion {#Sec15}
==========

In conclusion, we have constructed a path-integral representation of solutions to a stochastic hybrid neural network, and shown how this provides a unifying framework for carrying out various perturbation schemes for analyzing the stochastic dynamics, namely, large deviations, diffusion approximations, and corrections to mean-field equations. We highlighted the fact that the path-integral action can be expressed in terms of a Hamiltonian, which is given by the Perron eigenvalue of an appropriately defined linear operator. The latter depends on the transition rates and drift terms of the underlying hybrid system. The resulting action is consistent with that obtained using large-deviation theory.

In terms of the theory of stochastic neural networks, our hybrid model extends the neural master equation to include the effects of synaptic currents. In the limit of fast synapses one recovers the neural master equation, which can be viewed as a stochastic version of the 'Wilson--Cowan' rate equations (with the weight matrix inside the nonlinearity). On the other hand, in the case of slow synapses, one obtains a stochastic version of the 'Amari' rate equations. This leads to significant differences in the corrections to the mean-field equations. Finally, it should be noted that the path-integral formulation presented here can be applied to more general stochastic hybrid systems such as stochastic ion channels, molecular motors, and gene networks \[[@CR28]--[@CR32]\]. Thus one can view our path-integral construction as the hybrid analog of the Doi--Peliti path integral for master equations.
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